
Monaco’s unique combination of ergonomic adjustments and energetic form define high-

performance design. This 5D Studio creation incorporates automotive inspired luxury to make 

Monaco the best in class. Ultra-soft leather upholstery, bolstered sides, distinctive headrest, 

sweeping contoured back, and adjustable lumbar support comprise a seating line of superior 

comfort and quality.
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Comfort driven
The back-height and optional lumbar adjustment allows users to 

customize lumbar support to individual preference. A webbed 

seat suspension creates a plush feel while reducing fatigue. The 

strategically positioned headrest helps reduce neck fatigue in 

working and reclining positions. Additional standard ergonomic 

adjustments include a 3" back-height adjustment, synchronized 

tilt mechanism, six-position back lock and pneumatic height 

adjustment.

General notes and specifications
All Monaco seating includes a 3" back-height adjustment, 

synchronized-tilt mechanism with a 2:1 recline ratio, six-position 

back lock and pneumatic height adjustment. Options - Medium 

and Large sizes available for Mid-Back and High-Back models with 

adjustable lumbar support. Specify loop arm or fully enclosed 

arm in leather, fabric or COM materials. Two bases are available 

in Brushed Aluminum or Black finishes. Monaco is covered by the 

Haworth seating warranty.

Large high-back chair with 
fully enclosed, upholstered arm.  

Width: 30"
Depth: 26"

Seat height: 16" - 20.5"  
Overall height: 48.5" - 56"

Medium  high-back with 
loop arm and arm cap.  

Width: 26"
 Depth: 23.5"

Seat height: 16" - 20.5"  
Overall height 45" - 52.5"

Large mid-back with 
loop arm and arm cap  

Width: 30"
 Depth: 26"

Seat height: 16" - 20.5"  
Overall height 41.5" - 49.5"

Medium mid-back with fully 
enclosed, upholstered arm.  

Width: 26"
 Depth 23.5"

Seat height: 16" - 20.5" 
Overall height 39" - 46.75"


